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ABSTRACT

Dealing with frictional contact simulations, one can use generalized Newton method or Fixed-point method. In this 
article, we present partial Newton method which combines advantages from both algorithms. The solution techniques 
presented are based on an equivalent writing of the augmented Lagrangian formulation. Level-set functions are intro-
duced to describe the status of the point. We consider various numerical examples espe-cially a large scale industrial in 
order to compare the algorithms implemented.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Variational formulations

In the field of computational contact mechanics, there

exist many types of variational principles and one

must choose the most appropriate to come over the

problem. This choice is not trivial because each for-

mulation has its advantages and its drawbacks. It can

be considered variational inequalities or variational

equaslities formulations.

Variational inequalities can be found in primal

forms [1–4]) or in mixed forms [2]. Recently, dual

variational inequalities were developed based on

Airy’s functions by Kuss-Lebon [5]. The solution tech-

niques based on these formulations are, for example, a

block-relaxation procedure with projection which is

detailed in [6] or a fixed-point method (FPM)

described in [4] or active set strategies in [7,8]. We

will use in this article, a GCP algorithm developed by

Renouf and Alart [9] for various comparisons.

In variational equalities, it is sufficient to write

rigorously the frictional-contact energy with non-

smooth operators in order to check during the reso-

lution of Signorini-Coulomb’s condition and the

equilibrium state simultaneously.

A well-known mixed formulation is the so-called

augmented Lagrangian formulation which is C-1

differentiable [10]. In this article, we use an equivalent

form of the augmented Lagrangian formulation. It is

introduced the nonsmooth operators called “level-sets”

in order to treat separately the augmented pressures

and the frictional-contact status. This key idea was

primarily introduced by Bendhia-Zarroug [11]. Node-

to-segments or point-to-segment contact elements are

used to discretize the contact area and a collocation

method based on the Dirac-type functions is used for

the discretization of the level-set functions. The for-

mulation proposed reduce the Coulomb’s disc with

unknown radius to a reduced Coulomb’s disc with

radius one. One advantage of this formulation is the

fact that six regularization parameters can be used

during the computation, while two regularization

parameters are allowed in the Alart–Curnier formula-

tion. Multiple regularization parameters allow more

control on the robustness of the GNM. Indeed, two

parameters can control the frictional contact status,

two parameters can control the condition number of

the augmented matrices and finally two parameters can

be used to control the Signorini-Coulomb’s law [12].

1.2. Numerical procedures for augmented

Lagrangian formulation

Optimization methods like the generalized Newton

method (GNM) can be applied by using the
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mathematical definition of generalized Jacobian for

nonsmooth operators. In other hand, one can use

FPM to approximate the Coulomb’s friction law by a

sequence of Tresca’s friction law (see Figure 1). We

consider in the present article an extension of the

FPM to geometry and contact status parameters.

To obtain accurate results, some mathematical

properties must be checked on the discrete problems.

The first one is the inf-sup conditions to avoid oscilla-

tions on the approximated solution of Lagrange multi-

plier. To satisfy these properties, we must focus on

the space approximation for the unknowns and the

numerical integration for the frictional-contact terms

[13, 14]. In this article, we consider point-to-segment

contact elements which gives good results for the

numerical tests exhibited. The proof of the existence

and the uniqueness of the solution still remains a

domain of interest. There exists a unique solution for

Signorini’s problem. In frictional case, the proof of

the uniqueness is not trivial. It depends on many

physical parameters like friction coefficients or Poisson

ratios [15–17]. If the nonsmooth operators used to sat-

isfy the homeomorphism (injectivity and surjectivity),

then the solution is unique. This work was sketched by

Alart [18]. Indeed, we can proove the uniqueness of

the solution if some assumptions on the generalized

Jacobian are satisfied [18] (the nonsmooth operators

are Lipschitz continuous and cone-wise linear).

To end discussion on the mathematical properties,

one must be careful on the choice of the regulariza-

tion parameters. Their influences on the convergence

of the GNM are proved in [19,20]. To improve the

robustness of the numerical treatment, an original

local treatment is proposed in [21] and will be briefly

sketched at the end of this article.

1.3. Summary of the article

The next section is dedicated to the variational formu-

lation and the discretization aspects. Then, we exhibit

the solution techniques developed such as FPM,

PNM, and GNM. The first numerical test shows the

influence of the regularization parameter on GNM

and FPM. The so-called ring-on-block test and 3D-

ironing test are exhibited in Sections 5 and 6 to stress

the influence of friction and material nonlinearities. In

the 3D-ironing test, we compare the algorithm devel-

oped with a GCP one presented in [9]. A large scale

of 120; 000 dof 0s is considered to stress the advantages

of the PNM. Finally, Section 7 is a discussion on the

solution techniques developed taking into account our

various experiences in two- and three-dimensional

“large-scale problems.”

2. Variational formulation and

discretization aspects

Let us recall in this section, the variational framework

in the context of the quasi-static evolution, large

deformations, large slips, and nonlinear materials.

It is used an inward unit normal associated with the

master body nmðxmðXm; tÞÞ. The master surface is

described by an Eulerian kinematical technique and the

slave surface is described by a Lagrangian kinematical

technique. We denote the normal gap by dn and the

tangential gap by dt.

Signorini-Coulomb’s law is formulated as follows:

Signorinið Þ

dn ¼ ex2�x1ð Þ:n ex2ð Þ � 0 no penetration
pn � 0 no traction
pn dn ¼ 0 complementarity

8
>>><
>>>:

8
>>><
>>>:

Figure 1. Coulomb and Tresca friction threshold.
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Coulombð Þ

dt
:
¼ 0 if jjptjj<ljpnj adherence

dt
:
¼ �apt if jjptjj ¼ ljpnj with a>0 slip

dt
:
jjptjj�ljpnj
� �

¼ 0 complementarity:

8
>>><
>>>:

(1)

2.1. Augmented Lagrangian formulations and

discretization

The saddle-point problem consists in finding

ðu1; u2; kn; ktÞ
T such that

u1; u2; kn; kt
� �

¼ arg min
v1 ;v2ð Þ

arg max
k�n ;k

�
tð Þ

/total v1; v2; k�n; k
�
t

� �� �
;

(2)

where /total is incremental contact energy associated

with the mechanical system.

/total ¼ /int þ /cont þ /
fric

C knð Þ�/ext; (3)

where

/int ¼
PÐ

Xi
W

int
i i

uð ÞdX;

/cont ¼
Ð
Cc
W

cont dn; knð ÞdC;

/
fric

C knð Þ ¼
Ð
Cc
W

fric

C knð Þ dt; ktð ÞdC;

/ext ¼
Ð
Cf
W

extdC:

(4)

where W
intðuÞ is the density of the energy deform-

ation. This expression is similar to those given in

Section 2, W
ext is the density of energy associated

with a prescribed surface traction,

W
contðdnÞ;W

fric

CðknÞ
ðdtÞ are the densities of the fric-

tional-contact energy, and W
contðdnÞ;W

fric

CðknÞ
ðdtÞ can

be formulated by the mean of indicator functions. It

can also be used regularized forms of penality

method. Penality method is not an exact formula-

tion and it is not robust due to the dependence of

the solution on the regularization parameter. Then,

we use the well-known penality-duality method of

augmented Lagrangian method.

In this article, an equivalent form the augmented

formulation introduced in [10, 22] is used. We give

its explicit form:

U
aug dn; dt; kn;Kð Þ ¼

ð

Cc

W
cont dn; knð Þ þ

ð

Cc

� lknW
fric dt; ktð Þ

(5)

with

W
cont dn; knð Þ ¼

1

2rn
Sc kn�rn dnð Þ kn�rn dnf g2�k2n

n o
;

(6)

W
fric dt; ktð Þ ¼

1

2rt
1�Scð ÞK:Kþ Sc Sf Kþ rtvtdt½ � Kþ rtvtdt½ �;

�nn

�K:Kgþ 1�Sf
� � Kþ rtvtdt

jjKþ rt vtdtjj

� �
Kþ rtvtdt

jjKþ rtvtdtjj

� �	

�2jjKþ rtvtdtjj þ K:Kggg; (7)

In the equations above:

1. kn is the Lagrange multiplier related to Signorini

conditions. It is homogeneous to a contact pressure.

2. Scð:Þ indicates the contact status of a point

Sc kn�rn dnð Þ ¼
Sc kn�rn dnð Þ ¼ 1 if contact kn�rn dn � 0ð Þ;
Sc kn�rn dnð Þ ¼ 0 if separation kn�rn dn>0ð Þ:

	

(8)

3. K ¼ kt
�l kn

;
where K is calculated from the classical Lagrange

multiplier associated with Coulomb conditions. It

means that the direction of the tangential contact

stress is not known a priori. Using this definition,

the Coulomb’s disc with unknown radius �lkn is

reduced to a disc with known radius 1.

4. Sf ð:Þ indicates the slip status of a point

Sf Kþ rt dtð Þ ¼
Sf Kþ rt dtð Þ ¼ 1 if adherence jjKþ rt dtjj � 1ð Þ
Sf Kþ rt dtð Þ ¼ 0 if slip jjKþ rt dtjj>1ð Þ:

;

	

(9)

5. In the formulation proposed by Ben

Dhia–Zarroug [11], we can introduce six regular-

ization parameters to increase the control of the

robustness. Indeed, let us consider rScn ; r
Sf
t )

Scðkn�rScn dnÞ; Sf ðKþ rSct dtÞ for the control of con-

tact status. rk̂nn ; rk̂ tt ) ðkn�rk̂nn dnÞ; ðKþ rk̂ tt dtÞ for

the control of the augmentations. r
Signo
n ; rCoult )

fr��ðk�S� d�Þ ¼ 0g for the control of Signorini-

Coulom’s law.

Finally, the principle of virtual work consists to

find ðu1; u2; kn;KÞ
T such that

Ff g ui; kn;K
� �

¼

Fint�Fextf g þ Fcont þ Ffrott ¼ 0 Weak form of the equilibriumð Þ;

eF cont
¼ 0 Weak formof Signorinið Þ;

eF frott
¼ 0 Weak formof Coulombð Þ:

8
>>>>><
>>>>>:

(10)

In the following, we shall omit the arguments of Sc, Sf.

Weak form of the equilibrium

@u/
total ¼ 0;

) Fint�Fextf g þ Fcont þ Ffrottf g ¼ 0
with

Fcont ¼
Ð
Cc
Sc kn�rndnf gnf gddn;

Ffrott ¼
Ð
Cc
Sc �lkn Sf Kþ rtdtf g þ 1�Sf

� � Kþ rt dt

jjKþ rt dtjj

	 
	 

ddt:

8
>><
>>:

8
>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>:

(11)
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Weak form of Signorini law

@kn/
cont ¼ 0;

) �
1

rn

ð

Cc

kn � Sc kn�rndnf gf gdkn ¼ 0:

8
>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

(12)

Weak form of Coulomb law

@K/
fric

C knð Þ ¼ 0;

) eF frott
¼

1

rt

ð

Cc

l kn Sc K dK�
1

rt

ð

Cc

l kn Sc Sf Kþ rt dtð Þ dK;

�
1

rt

ð

Cc

l kn Sc 1�Sf
� � Kþ rt dt

jjKþ rt dtjj
dKþ

ð

Cc

1� Scð ÞKdK:

8
>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>:

(13)

Let us now expose the discretization aspects of the

formulation.

2.2. Discretization aspects

This work suits to the classical node-to-segment or

point-to-segment contact elements. Point-to-seg-

ment contact uses gauss integration points to

ensure that the contact law is strictly verified in a

weak form. Various quadrature techniques for

point-to-segment elements are implemented:

Gauss, Newton-Cotes, Simpson. The space of

approximations is precised below following the iso-

parametric concept.

2.2.1. Approximation of unknowns

Standardunknowns

Xi;h ¼ Ni½ � vi
� �

;

xi;h ¼ N i½ � Yif g;

ui;h ¼ N i½ � U if g:

(14)

Contactunknowns

di;h ¼ U
s �U

mait½ � Us Umaitf gT;

khn ¼ U
s½ � Lskf gT;

K
h
a ¼ U

s½ � Ls
Ka

� �T; a ¼ 1; 2;

(15)

where vi;Yi; and U i represent, respectively, the

nodal initial coordinates, the nodal current coordi-

nates and the nodal displacements, di;h represents

the approximated gap vector in the global coordin-

ate, Lsk; Ls
Ka

represent the normal and tangential val-

ues of contact pressure in the global coordinate.

They are assimilated to the Lagrange multipliers,

½N i� are the classical Lagrange shape functions in the

interior of the bodies, and U
s; U

m are the shape

functions on the contact surface. They are the trace

functions of Ni

2.2.2. Approximation of the local contact framework

The local contact framework is the first parameter

to handle. The discrete tangential and normal vec-

tors in a point of the master surface are computed

as follows:

tm;a;h ¼ @faU
m;h

h i
Ymf g; a ¼ 1; 2;

nm;h ¼ �
t1;h�t2;h

jjt1;h � t2;hjj
:

8
>>><
>>>:

(16)

2.2.3. Approximation of level-set functions

Level-set functions (Sc, Sf) are nonsmooth operators

which need specific techniques for their approxima-

tion. A collocation method is retained. For example,

consider in Figure 2 a quadratic elementary surface

with extremities (1) and (2). This elementary surface

has a collection of contact points which is assimilated

to the integration points (a) and (b). The level-set

functions are first evaluated in contact points, then

each contact point generates a new contact element

with constant level-set:

1. First step: Evaluation of the level-set function on

each contact point

Sc x
ið Þ ¼ Sc khn xið Þ�rnd

h
n xið Þ

� �
¼

1 if khn xið Þ�rnd
h
n xið Þ � 0;

0 otherwise;

8
><
>:

(17)

where xi are the contact points on the elementary

contact surfaces.

2. Second step: Approximation of the level-set func-

tion in the surface element

Sc xð Þ ¼ d x�xið Þ Sc x
ið Þ; x 2 C

e
c x

ið Þ (18)

with C
e
cðx

iÞ being the elementary node-to-segment

contact surface generated by a contact point xi

and Dirac shape function:

d x�xið Þ ¼
1 if x 2 Cc x

ið Þ;

0 otherwise:

8
<
: (19)
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In other words, we use a collection of contact points

situated on a physical elementary surface which dictate

the frictional-contact status of any point on the con-

tact element.

2.2.4. Remark: Numerical integrations

It is kept in mind, the fact that the point-to-segment

contact elements used can lead to incompatibilities

(or oscillations) due to the nonconforming mesh at

the interface of contact. In this case, specific quad-

rature strategies are used. They are reduced integra-

tion method or P2-P1 contact elements. The

problem of oscillations can also be due to the dis-

continuity of normals as it was shown in [23]. To

come over this difficulty, isogeometric contact ele-

ments based on NURBS or Hermite basis function

can be performed to remove the problem. But in

this article, we only use a basic strategy based on a

moyennation of the normals of neighbor mas-

ter segments.

3. Solutions techniques

3.1. Linearization technique

Let us denote by

Xh ¼ Uh; khn;K
h

� �
the global unknowns vector

Fh Xh; p Xhð Þ
� �� �

¼ @/tot;h Xh; p Xhð Þ
� �

the algebraic system to solve

p Xhð Þis the parameter of the system. These parame-

ters are:

1. local contact frameworks and node-to-seg-

ment elements,

2. friction threshold associated with a contact

point, and

3. frictional contact status of a point.

The algebraic system can be simplified by perform-

ing a fixed-point strategy on parameters:

Step1 : Find the fix point value p0 : p Xhð Þ ¼ p0;
Step2 : Find the equilibrium state Xhby Newtonmethod which solves Fh Xh; p0

� �
¼ 0:

(

(20)

In the Newton method, we use a first-order

Taylor’s expansion of system (20):

Find DXh such that

K tot;h Xh; p0
� �� 

DXh þ Fh Xh; p0
� �

þ O Xhð Þ�0 (21)

with ½K tot;hðXh; p0Þ� ¼ DFhðXh; p0Þ being the global

discrete matrix.

Ktot;h Xh; p0
� �� 

¼ K int;h
material U

hð Þ
h i

þ K int;h
geometric U

hð Þ
h i

þ K int;h
contactþfriction Xh; p0

� �h i
: (22)

3.2. Fixed-point method

In this method, most of the frictional-contact non lin-

earities are simplified by fixed-point loop. The most

external loop is on geometry.

3.2.1. Fixed-point loop on geometry

NTS elements depend on the geometric configur-

ation during the computation. Then, one can

reduce the complexity of the problem by fixing

the NTS elements: a slave point is always coupled

to the same master segment no matter what

the intensity of the deformation process. During

the Newton loop, the equilibrium configuration

and the local contact framework are updated. A

natural criterion to evaluate the convergence on

geometry is based on displacements of the bodies

(see Figure 3a).

Figure 2. Collocation method for level-set functions (a) Geometry variation: left FPM, right GNM, (b) Coulomb’s threshold variation:
left FPM, right GNM and (c) Contact status variation: left FPM, right GNM.
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The next loop is more classical and it concerns fric-

tion threshold.

3.2.2. Fixed-point loop on friction threshold

Coulomb’s friction threshold depends on contact pres-

sure which is not known a priori. Then, a sequence of

Tresca’s friction law is used to approximate the

Coulomb’s one (see Figure 3b).

3.2.3. Fixed-point loop on contact status

Level-set functions are nonsmooth operators which

can induce the lack of convergence of the Newton

loop due to “cycling effects”: the contact status of a

pathological point does change permanently during

the Newton loop. To increase the regularity of the dis-

crete operators in the Newton loop, a fixed-point

strategy is used only on contact status (see Figure 3c).

3.2.4. Consequence on linearization

1. The Fixed-point loop on friction threshold leads

to symmetrized frictional contact matrix

½Kh
contactþfriction�. Indeed, Dk

h
n ¼ 0 ) KKkn

cf ¼ 0

2. In large deformations process, the local contact

framework is updated then

Dddn 6¼ 0; Dddt 6¼ 0 : (23)

In small deformations process, the local contact

framework is not updated

Dddn ¼ 0; Dddt ¼ 0 : (24)

In this work, a combination of these two concepts are

implemented no matter what the deformation process:

the local contact framework is updated at each Newton

iteration but the second variation of kinematical quantities

is not computed. It leads to a “not consistent” linearization

of the discrete operators, then the Newton loop is a quasi-

Newton loop. But we will omit this fact in what follows.

3. The convergence of the Newton loop is

jjFh Xequilibrium; p0
� �

jj ¼
jjFint þ Fcontþfric�Fextjj

jjFextjj
:

(25)

3.3. Generalized Newton method (GNM)

In this method, all contact parameters change during

the Newton iterations.

6



3.3.1. Consequence on linearization

1. The variation of friction threshold has its influ-

ence on tangential motion: Dkhn 6¼ 0 ) KKkn
cf 6¼ 0.

The asymmetrical character of the frictional

contact matrix ½ Kh
contactþfriction� is physically inter-

preted as follows: friction depends on contact pres-

sure but the reverse is not true.

2. It is implemented a consistent linearization of the

discrete system.

Figure 3. Comparison of FPM and GNM.

Figure 4. Elementary test of a compressed square plate.
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3. It is built in equivalent criteria of convergence as

in the FPM:

jjFh Xequilibrium; pequilibrium
� �

jj ¼
jjFint;kþ1 þ Fcontþfric;kþ1�Fext;kþ1jj

jjFext;kþ1jj

þ Sup
C
equilibrium

jjkkþ1
n �kknjj

jjkkþ1
n jj

;

þ Sup
X

equilibrium

jju X
kþ1ð Þ�u X

kð Þjj

jju X
kþ1ð Þjj

(26)

where kþ 1 is the current Newton iteration.

These criteria insure the convergence on the equi-

librium and on the contact parameters.

3.4. Partial newton method

Partial Newton method (PNM) is a basic idea of a

hybridation of GNM and FPM based on heuristic

observations. In the GNM, detection of contact pairs

and the variations of kinematics values have to be

computed at each Newton iteration. This is especially

true for large deformations, large slips, and deform-

able-to-deformable transformations. The change of the

configuration produces at each iteration a new system

to solve. This fact can induce the lack of convergence

since we have to check the fact that a contact pairing

has not changed during the iteration. Furthermore,

GNM can be seen like a global predictor–corrector

Figure 5. Range of values of rn; rt : empiricalobservation.
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algorithm for the contact laws. Indeed, Coulomb’s law
is nonassociated so it is used a similar technique of
“return-mapping for plasticity” to ensure the satisfac-
tion of the friction law. In other hand, the fixed-point
loop allows a friendly system to solve at each Newton
iteration: in the case of frictionless and elasticity
behavior, the problem is smooth enough to obtain
convergence. But the drawback is the fact that
it needs, in complex cases, many iterations on fixed-
point loop. For example, suppose that for a large-
scale problem of 120 ; 000 dof 0s, FPM needs four
iterations for the geometry loop, five on the friction
one, eight on the contact loop, and five for the
Newton loop then the total iterations of Newton is
800. According to this example, FPM is prohibited
since the factorization of the system and the compu-
tation of the material tangent matrix take a lot
of time.

Remark Many variants of PNM can be implemented.

For example, instead of the fixed-point loop on the

geometry one can use the fixed-point loop on the fric-

tion threshold in the PNM. We present in this article,

the most efficient PNM algorithm (fixed-point loop on

the geometry).

The next section concerns show the behavior of

GNM, PNM, and FPM on various numer-

ical examples.

4. Numerical tests

4.1. A simple 2D case: influence of

regularization parameters

A square plate is compressed on an indeformable

plate body. The material properties of the square plate

are: � ¼ 0:2;E ¼ 1:3 105N=mm2. The boundary con-

dition is such that the square plate is clamped on its

right side and compressed by a normal and tangential

force (see Figure 4). This example shows that the

range of values of rn, rt allowed to ensure the conver-

gence is not the same according to FPM, PNM, and

GNM see Figure 5. This is especially true when soft

materials are involved. That is the reason why an

empirical choice on the upper bound of the numerical

parameters is used:

rn � 100 min Eif g; rt � 10 min l Ei
� �

with i ¼ 1; 2::N stands for contacting bodies (27)

and Ei is the elastic parameter of the body

4.2. Ring on block test

4.2.1 Description of the problem

This example is similar to the one presented in [24].

A soft composite ring composed by two bonded circu-

lar rings (inner ring and outer ring) is submitted to

large deformation process, frictional contact and large

slip. The ring will contact a rectangular soft block (see

Figure 6a).

A vertical displacement is imposed at the top of

the ring uy ¼ 90mm and the bottom of the block is

clamped. The mesh is composed of linear triangular

and hexaedral elements.

In this problem, drastic changes occur on active

sets, NTS elements, and friction threshold. We show

the influence of the friction coefficients on the conver-

gence of the algorithms.

The elastic properties are

4.2.3. Influence of friction coefficient on algorithms

The aim of this subsection is to show the perform-

ance of each algorithm for different values of the

friction coefficient in the elastic material behavior

case. The results are summarized in the table below.

Materials TRIA3 HEXA4 SEG2

inner ring 723
outer ring 667
block 2500
slave surface (outer ring) 79
master surface (block) 50
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We can see that FPM is performant in the case of

l ¼ 0:5 than the case of l ¼ 0:3. It is due to the fact

that contact elements are “glued” because of

Coulomb’s threshold so that Geometry and contact

status loops can be neglected. GNM fails to converge

in the case of l ¼ 0:5 because a small variation of

parameters can induce a “dramatic convergence” due

to the fact that all nonlinearities are solved in one

loop of iterations. PNM seems to be robust in all

cases and it is performant in the case of l ¼ 0:3.

This case will be discussed in Section 16. Indeed, we

can consider three limits situations: (1) adherence

situation is preponderant, (2) slip situation is pre-

ponderant, (3) these two situations co-exist. One of

the main contribution of this article is a discussion

on an optimal choice of a solution technique depend-

ing on these three situations. GNM is affected by the

numerical parameters of augmentations as depicted

in some works in the literature [19–21].

4.3. Three-dimensional ironing test

4.3.1. Description

We consider now a three-dimensional test as sketched

in Figure 4.3a. A deformable rectangular block is

crushed by a rigid cylinder block.

Geometrical sets: R1 ¼ 26:7mm; e ¼

2:1mm; L1 ¼ 90mm; L2 ¼ 40mm; l ¼ 30mm:
Mesh sets: The slave rectangular block is modeled

by 360 hexaedra elements (HEXA8) with 150 poten-

tially in contact. We use the linear shape functions.

The master cylinder block is modeled by

220 HEXA8.

Material behaviors: We suppose that the rectangu-

lar block can follow three behaviors: elasticity with

Green-Lagrange transformations, elastic-plasticity with

Simo–Miehe decomposition of the deformation [25]

and finally hyper-elastic with Green-Lagrange

transformations.

a. Elastic behavior: E ¼ 1MPa; � ¼ 0:3.
b. Elastic-plastic behavior: E ¼ 1MPa; � ¼

0:3; rYield ¼ 0:3MPa; Hhardening ¼ 0:6MPa; E ¼

Ee Ep

with Ee being the elastic part of the deformation

and Ep the plastic part.

c. Hyper-elastic behavior: C10 ¼ 1MPa;

C01 ¼ 0:0MPa; C20 ¼ 0:0MPa; � ¼ 0:3:

Algorithm sets: We use FPM, GNM, and PNM.

Additionally, we compare these algorithms to a typical

constrained optimization method named: Gradient

Conjugate and Projected method [9] (GCP).

Numerical simulations: The indentation phase is

simulated in 1 s in 10-time steps. The final position of

the cylinder is Uzð1sÞ ¼ �14mm. This phase is

Figure 6. Ring on block test: (a) Description of the geometry, (b) On left: frictionless cases, on right: with friction l ¼ 0:3.

Materials Young modulus (MPa) Poisson ratio

inner ring 105 0.3
outer ring 103 0.3
block 3: 102 0.3
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followed by a slip motion of the cylinder Uxð2sÞ ¼

90mm in 90-time steps.

5. Results and interpretation

Figure 4.3b shows the deformation process of the

structure according to the material behaviors. Note

the fact that there exists a residual stress in the case

of the elastic-plastic behavior. We compare the algo-

rithms developed to a constrained optimization

method so-called GCP-Gradient Conjugate and

Projected method which we can see in [9] (Figure 7).

As it is shown in the statistic figure (see Figure 8),

GCP algorithm is very performant when it converges

but the drawback is the robustness. It fails to converge

in the case of the plasticity (see Figure 9) or in the

presence of the friction. The unconstrained

optimization methods developed in this work seems

to be more robust. In terms of performance, PNM

seems to be a good compromise between FPM and

GNM (see Figure 8). In terms of reliability, all algo-

rithms converge to the same result (see Figure 9).

5.1. A large-scale problem: expansion of a tube of

a steam water

The industrial application concerns a metal forming pro-

cess called tube expansion, which consists in increasing

the diameter of tube of a steam generator tube (nuclear

plants) by using rollers. As illustrated in Figure 10, the

rollers are in contact with the tube, and they follow a

radial translation and axial rotation in order to put the

tube in contact with the tube sheet (or the plate).

� Geometrical characteristics

Tube sheet: R1 ¼ 100mm; R2 ¼ 11:6mm; and

E ¼ 12mm:

Tube: R3 ¼ 11:27mm; R4 ¼

10mm; and L ¼ 70mm:

Rollers are modeled by hollow cylinders:

R5 ¼ 2:8mm:

Figure 7. 3D ironing test: (a) Geometry, (b) deformed shape in elastic, plasticity, and hyper-elastic cases.

FPM
Number of
time steps

Total Newton
iterations

NTS
reconstructions

l ¼ 0:0 293 2110 1829
l ¼ 0:3 260 7420 1296
l ¼ 0:5 250 5040 1057
PNM Number of

time steps
Total Newton
iterations

NTS reconstructions

l ¼ 0:0 220 3763 1829
l ¼ 0:3 310 5413 1456
l ¼ 0:5 425 5287 1828
GNM Number of

time steps
Total Newton
iterations

NTS reconstructions

l ¼ 0:0 295 2403 2698
l ¼ 0:3 351 4516 4700
l ¼ 0:5 (failed) � � �

l¼ 0 FPM PNM GNM

Wall clock time (hours) 35 h 42 h 8 h
Differences Reference <1% <5%
l ¼ 0:3 FPM PNM GNM
Wall clock time (hours) 107 h 45 h Failed
Differences Reference <3% �
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Figure 8. Statistic of performance.

Figure 9. Vertical displacement of a central point in the slave surface Mðx ¼ 45mm; y ¼ 20mm; z ¼ 30mmÞ: (left¼ plastic,
right¼ elastic).

Figure 10. Large-scale problem.
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� Mesh characteristics

We consider quadratic elements of HEXA27 (hex-

aedra with 27 nodes). The mesh is composed by

39612 nodes with 2000 slave nodes potentially in

contact. There are contact zones between the inter-

ior of the tube and the rollers and the exterior of

the tube and the tube sheet.

� Structural behavior

The tube sheet is modeled by a plastic material

with a nonlinear and an isotropic hardening as

illustrated in Figure 11 with yield stress: rY ¼

450MPa; E ¼ 204; 000MPa The tube is modeled

by a plastic material with a mixed and linear hardening

rule of Prager type: E ¼ 179; 000MPa; rY ¼

335MPa;Et ¼ 2726MPa; and Ec ¼ 1500MPa with

Et being the isotropic hardening contribution and Ec
the kineamtic one (Prager constant).

� Simulation conditions

Initially, it exists a gap between the rollers and the

tube. The rollers are submitted to spiral movement

on 360 s with 1 s time step. The deformed shape

and the equivalent distribution of the stress are

proposed in Figure 12.

� Performance tests: comparison of FPM, PNM and

GNM

To make an objective comparison of the algo-

rithms, we perform this industrial problem in the

sequential computation framework (single domain

single thread).

The time of computation is due to large-scale

problem with material nonlinearities (tube and

tube sheet) and the presence of friction. Thanks to

multi-threading implementation (single-domain

multi threads), the time of integration of materials

can be reduced significantly. Even in this case, the

trend of the algorithms is still the same as in the

sequential computation. This industrial application

shows that PNM is the best algorithm to compute

a frictional contact problem since it is more robust

than GNM and more performant than FPM in fric-

tional case.

6. Discussion

In this section, we summarize the behavior of the

three types of algorithm developed in this work.

1. Frictionless case: Slip motion with zero (or negli-

gible) tangential stress is preponderant. In this

case, all the algorithms converge to the same solu-

tion. In our example, GNM seems to be faster

than all other methods proposed. FPM is not per-

formant because it must always check the fixed-

point loop on contact parameters no matter if the

equilibrium was found or not.

In other complex cases, GNM can fail to converge

due to contact cycling phenomena on some slave

nodes.

This situation can be described as follows:

Iteration : k Iteration : kþ 1;
kkn�rn dkn<0 kkþ1

n �rn dkþ1
n >0:

(28)

The key idea to remove this situation is based on

an optimal choice of the augmented numerical

parameter such that

kkn�rkþ1
n dkn

� �
kkþ1
n �rkþ1

n dkþ1
n

� �
>0: (29)

2. Frictional case: Slip motion with non-negligible

tangential stress is preponderant. Two limits situ-

ation can be considered: stick is preponderant

(high-friction coefficients) or slip is preponderant

(small friction coefficients). In the first case,

GNM method seems to be a good strategy to per-

form the problem. In the second case, when slip

with non-negligible tangential force is preponder-

ant, GNM can involve many iterations due to

drastic variation of contact parameters, especially

the geometrical or friction. Then, PNM is a good

technique to solve this kind of problems. All algo-

rithms have their advantages and drawbacks. Let

us precise that the conclusions above is not a gen-

eral rule, it is simply some heuristics techniques

used to perform large industrial scale problems in

the context of sequential or multithreading or

multidomains computational frameworks.

In GNM, it often appears cycling phenomena.

Cycling effects can be due to:

Figure 11 Expansion of tube: material behavior of the
tube sheet.
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� geometrical oscillations: a slave node oscillates

between two masters segments. The solution con-

sists to perform a technique of regularization of

the master surface. Some smoothing techniques are

described in [7,21,23,26].

� frictional-contact status cycling: a couple of slave/

master always change its status due to the influ-

ence of the neighbors contact elements. These

facts can be solved by choosing optimal aug-

mented numerical parameters. The influence of

the augmented numerical parameters is also

exhibited in [19,20]. There exist two limits sit-

uations: backward/forward slip cycling and

adherence/slip cycling. These facts can be

described as follows:

Backward/forward slip cycling

Iteration k : backward slip
jjKk�1 þ rtd

k�1
t jj>1

jjKk þ rtd
k
t jj>1

K
k þ rtd

k
t

� �
: K

k�1 þ rtd
k�1
t

� �
<0

8
>>>><
>>>>:

Iteration k þ 1: forward slip
jjKk þ rtd

k
t jj>1

jjKkþ1 þ rtd
kþ1
t jj>1

K
kþ1 þ rtd

kþ1
t

� �
: K

k þ rtd
k
t

� �
<0:

8
>>>><
>>>>:

(30)

The key idea to solve backward/forward slip

cycling is to fix some slave nodes to adherent sta-

tus according to the fact that they are submitted to

a very small slip motion.

Adherence/slip cycling

Iteration k : adherence
jjKk þ rtd

k
t jj<1

Iteration k þ 1: slip
jjKkþ1 þ rtd

kþ1
t jj>1

:

		

(31)

The adaptation of rt is based on the fact that

1�jjKk þ rkþ1
t dkt jj

� �
jjKkþ1 þ rkþ1

t dkþ1
t jj

� �
>0:

(32)

The FPM method is the most robust method due

to the control of contact parameters so that cycling

is avoid when finding equilibrium state. PNM

combines the advantages of FPM and GNM.

7. Conclusion

In this article, we develop and compare three types of

algorithms in order to treat frictional contact problem

coupled with material nonlinearities. FPM is a solu-

tion technique based on minimization of the mechan-

ical problem with some parameters under control and

the GNM is a global predictor/corrector solution tech-

nique extended to frictional cases. These methods are

tested in various physical frictional contact situations

and we can see in this article their advantages and

their inconvenient. To combine advantages of GNM

and FPM, we develop the PNM method in the case of

slip motion with non-negligible tangential stress. This

last algorithm is adopted to treat large-scale industrial

problems especially in nuclear plant.

Our future works will be devoted to a new algo-

rithm with a heuristic technique to solve cycling con-

tact phenomena. It will be explained an empirical

Figure 12. Large-scale problem.
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choice of the upper bound of the augmented numer-

ical parameter, a decomposition of the unilateral con-

tact law and finally a specific treatment of the

contact cycling.
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